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A
patite has been widely used for a
variety of biomedical applications
due to its chemical resemblance to

the mineral component of bone, excellent
biocompatibility, and osteoconductivity.1,2

Also, graphitic surfaces with a wide range
of characteristics have shown a variety of
desirable biomaterial properties, including
a lack of cytotoxicity, lack of inflammatory
induction, andmaintenance of cell integrity.3

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are of particular
interest because they have diameters of
approximately 10�100 nm, which is similar
to the physical dimensions of extracellular
matrix proteins, as well as excellent reinforc-
ing properties such as high aspect ratio,

high strength, and stiffness. In this respect,
vertically aligned carbon surfaces are parti-
cularly promising for tissue regeneration.4,5

Thus, hybridization of apatite and graphi-
tic structures that has been achieved by
physical blending and in situ formation is a
subject that is expected to drive significant
advances in biomedical fields.6�10 In these
current methods, chemically modified gra-
phitic structures are generally considered
to be a passive template for apatite support
or formation. These integrated structures
can provide enhanced mechanical stability,
whereas poor uniformity and controllability
still remain to be solved. Recent efforts to
find the optimum fabrication of such hybrid
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ABSTRACT Vertically aligned one-dimensional hybrid structures, which are

composed of apatite and graphitic structures, can be beneficial for orthopedic

applications. However, they are difficult to generate using the current method.

Here, we report the first synthesis of a single-crystal apatite nanowire encapsu-

lated in graphitic shells by a one-step chemical vapor deposition. Incipient

nucleation of apatite and its subsequent transformation to an oriented crystal are

directed by derived gaseous phosphorine. Longitudinal growth of the oriented

apatite crystal is achieved by a vapor�solid growth mechanism, whereas lateral

growth is suppressed by the graphitic layers formed through arrangement of the

derived aromatic hydrocarbon molecules. We show that this unusual combination of the apatite crystal and the graphitic shells can lead to an excellent

osteogenic differentiation and bony fusion through a programmed smart behavior. For instance, the graphitic shells are degraded after the initial cell

growth promoted by the graphitic nanostructures, and the cells continue proliferation on the bare apatite nanowires. Furthermore, a bending experiment

indicates that such core�shell nanowires exhibited a superior bending stiffness compared to single-crystal apatite nanowires without graphitic shells. The

results suggest a new strategy and direction for bone grafting materials with a highly controllable morphology and material conditions that can best

stimulate bone cell differentiation and growth.
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structures are focused on the simultaneous formation
of apatite andgraphitic structures in a one-stepprocess,
which will be a big challenge that can overcome these
problems as well as provide new opportunities in
clinical applications. However, current approaches
hardly achieve this target feature because of the lack
of a systematic synthesis technology.6�10 Furthermore,
this simultaneous formation has never been successful
in the conventional methods for apatite synthesis that
involve low temperature in aqueous solution11,12 and
the in situ filling process that has been applied to the
synthesis of filled-carbon nanotubes.13 Particularly,
the vapor�liquid�solid mechanism may not induce
this simultaneous formation because apatite has a
stable solid-phased structure even at high tempera-
tures as well as extremely low carbon solubility and
poor graphitization ability.11 Thus, in situ hybrid forma-
tion of apatite and graphitic structures requires a novel
approach.
In this study, we developed a single-step chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) process to synthesize a verti-
cally aligned single-crystal apatite nanowire sheathed
in graphitic shells (SANGs). The key to achieving our
approach is the role of gaseous aromatic compounds
derived from PH3 and C2H2 in the one-dimensional
vapor�solid (VS) growth of the oriented apatite nano-
wires and the graphitization on the apatite's surface.
Gaseous phosphorine was particularly important for
the continuous VS growth on the (001)-plane-oriented
apatite nanowires. The formation of graphitic layers
contributed to the rearrangement of aromatic hydro-
carbon molecules on the surface of the apatite and
suppressed lateral growth during the longitudinal
growth of the apatite nanowires. As a demonstration
for a practical application, we explore the use of SANGs
as a bone grafting material. To understand the me-
chanical health of SANGs, we also compare the bend-
ing behavior of nanowires according to the presence
and absence of graphitic shells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis and Characterization of SANGs. Along the
entire length of an amorphous calcium-rich glass
fiber, vertically aligned SANGs of ∼5 μm length grew
with uniform and dense coverage (Figure 1a,b). High-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
and fast Fourier transform (FFT) images of SANG with
a diameter of approximately 15 nm clearly showed
that the core corresponding to the single-crystal hex-
agonal apatite grew along the (001) plane (Figure 1c).
A representative energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spec-
trum showed the expected Ca, P, O, and C. The Ca/P
ratio of the SANGs was calculated to be approximately
1.6 (Figure 1d). The core was surrounded by discontin-
uous graphitic layers (Figure 1e). According to the elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectrum at the
periphery of a SANG (the red square in Figure 1e), only

the C-K shell ionization edge was detected (Figure 1f).
At the center of the SANG (the red circle of Figure 1e), on
the other hand, P-L2,3, C-K, Ca-L2,3, and O-K shell ioniza-
tion edgeswere recorded at approximately 132, 284, 347,
and 531 eV, respectively (Figure 1g).

A selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern,
corresponding to the TEM image of SANGs that were
dispersed on an amorphous carbon-coated Cu grid,
showed families of reflections corresponding to those
of hexagonal apatite (Figure 2a,b).11 Raman spectra
indicate low crystallinity of the graphitic shells and
excited spectrum of the apatite core at a higher power
laser (Figure 2c). At 1.25 mW, we observed two strong
peaks at1350 cm�1 corresponding to theD-band,which
indicates the level of disordered carbon in the product,
and at 1590 cm�1 corresponding to the G-band, which
represents the width of the structural defects along the
tube wall.14 However, the peaks related to the apatite
core did not appear in this spectrum. When the laser
power was increased to 5 mW, a very weak peak
appeared at 961 cm�1 corresponding to PO4

3� (ν1),
which can generally be identified as the main peak of
the apatite in Raman spectroscopy analysis.10 The infra-
red spectroscopy shows strong phosphate and very
weak hydroxyl bands (Figure 2d).15 The υ1 vibration
(symmetric stretching) of the PO4

3� groups of the
apatite was detected at 963 cm�1, and the υ3 vibration
(asymmetric stretching) was detected at 1031 and
1093 cm�1. The υ4 vibration (asymmetric bending)
was observed at 603 cm�1. Additionally, very weak
peaks at 638 (a vibrational mode) and 3567 cm�1

(a stretching mode) were also observed. The band
recorded at 1570 cm�1 represents the graphite-like
E1u mode.16 We observed the D-band and the υ3 vibra-
tion (asymmetric stretching) of CO3

�2 at ∼1430 and
1450 cm�1, respectively.15,16 X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy showed the deconvolution of the C 1s, con-
firming the main contribution of the sp2-hybridized
C�C bond to the formation of the graphitic shells
(Supporting Information Figure S1a,b). Close inspection
of the Ca 2p, P 2p, and O 1s peaks showed the binding
energy positions of the core elements corresponding
to the apatite (Figure S1c�e).17

Gas Analysis and Growth Mechanism. Thermal pyrolysis
in the presence of both C2H2 and PH3 yields various
gaseous species that are essential for the SANGgrowth:
aromatic hydrocarbon molecules, P4, phosphorine
(C5H5P), and phosphinoline (C9H7P) (Figure S2).18 In
particular, phosphorine, a predominant derivative in
this work, is known as a noncollagen macromole-
cule with high calcium-binding capacity and strong
phosphate-solubilizing fertility.19�21 The reaction of
phosphorine on the surface of calcium-rich glass fibers
may result in a phosphorine�Ca2þ complex, produ-
cing a molecular species that favorably bound to the
phosphate generated through reaction of the derived
P4.

22,23 These phosphate-binding molecular species
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may promote formation of amorphous calcium phos-
phate compounds that are eventually transformed into
the apatite crystal.11,24,25 Growth over the initial 30 s
showed the formation of both amorphous and crystalline
calcium phosphate nanoparticles (Figures 3a and S3a).
After 120 s,most nanoparticles changed into crystals and
some slowly started to elongate (Figures 3b and S3b).
On the other hand, if only C2H2 was supplied, no nano-
structure was observed (Figure S4a�c). Supplying
PH3 alone induced the formation of amorphous nano-
particles (Figure S4d�f),23 but crystallization of the
amorphous nanoparticles did not occur even after the
gas supply was switched to C2H2 after initial exposure

to PH3 (Figure S4g�i). When both C2H2 and PH3 were
supplied, the growth of well-defined nanowires was
precipitated (Figure S4j�l).

A continuous supply of gaseous Ca-26 and P-related
species initiated the growth of the apatite crystals.
In the proposed gas-phased reaction system,
CaOH(g) and Ca(OH)2(g) produced from CaO(s) in
the presence of H2 and H2O may be more dominant
than Ca(g) and CaO(g) that can be sublimated or
dissociated. Also, the derived P4 may react with
O2(g), resulting in phosphorus pentoxide, P4O10.
Based on the available molecules, the vapor�solid
growth of apatite crystals can be hypothesized as

Figure 1. (a) Scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) imageof amorphous calcium-rich glass fibers coveredwith SANGs. (b) Cross-
sectional image of a glass fiberwith SANGs. (c) HRTEMand FFT images of SANG. Lattice spacings of the corewere calculated to
be 3.44 and 4.72 Å, which can be assigned to the (002) and (110) planes corresponding to the hexagonal apatite. (d) EDX
spectrum of SANGs. (e) HRTEM image taken at the interface between apatite core oriented to the (001) plane and graphitic
shells with lattice spacing in the range of 3.4�3.6 Å. EELS spectra acquired at the periphery (f) and the center (g) of SANG.
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follows:10Ca(OH)2(g)þ 1.5P4O10(g) =Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2(s)þ
9H2O(g). On the other hand, H2O(g) may react with the
gaseous P4O10, resulting in gaseous H3PO4 (P4O10(g) þ
6H2O(g) = 4H3PO4(g)). Therefore, another route of

chemical reaction for the gas-phased formation of
apatite crystals can be as follows: 10Ca(OH)2(g) þ
6H3PO4(g) = Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2(s)þ 18H2O(g). Surprisingly,
all the crystalline apatite nanoparticles were transformed

Figure 2. (a) TEM image of SANGs. (b) Corresponding SAED pattern with the peaks labeled with Miller indices. (c) Raman
spectra of SANGs measured at an energy power of 1.25 (blue) and 5.0 mW (red). Inset is a TEM image showing core�shell
configuration of SANGs. (d) Infrared spectrum of SANGs.

Figure 3. (a) Exposure to bothC2H2 andPH3 for 30 s at 750 �C induced formationof nanoparticles in the rangeof 10�20nmon
the surface of a glass fiber. Some amorphous nanoparticles were also observed in the same samples (Figure S3a). (b)
Nanoparticles completely crystallized after 120 s. (c) Complete transformation of nanoparticles into nanowires after 600 s.
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into nanowires oriented in the (001) plane along the
longitudinal axis (Figure 1c). We speculate that the
phosphorine leads to more favorable interactions with
Ca2þ andphosphate ions on the (001) planeas compared
to other planes, such as (100) and (010) planes, resulting

in an increase in the interfacial energy and instability
of the (001) plane.27�30 To minimize the total interfacial
energy of the apatite crystals, the oriented growth of the
apatite crystal should be maintained in the (001) plane.
Also, it is noteworthy that, during the growth process of

Figure 4. (a) Gas chromatography nitrogen phosphorus detector (GC-NPD) results obtained from experiments performed in
the presence of different reactants in the absence of a calcium-rich glass substrate at 750 �C: PH3 only, CH4þ PH3, C2H4þ PH3,
C3H8 þ PH3, and C2H2 þ PH3. Microscopic images of nanostructures observed on the surface of the glass fiber with different
reactants at 750 �C: (b) CH4 þ PH3, (c) C2H4 þ PH3, (d) C3H8 þ PH3, and (e) C2H2 þ PH3.

Figure 5. Schematic of growthmechanism: clustering, nucleation and crystallization of amorphous nanoparticles, faceting of
apatite and formation of graphitic shells, and SANG growth.
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apatite nanowires, impurities such as fluoride and car-
bonate ions can be partially substituted in the phosphate
and/or hydroxyl sites of a typical apatite structure, parti-
cularly at high temperature. This prediction is strongly
supportedby the infrared spectroscopy that displays very
weak hydroxyl peaks and the existence of a carbonate
peak (Figure 2d).

Graphitic layers were simultaneously formed along
the relatively stable surface of the apatite crystals and
eventually prevented the deposition of the gaseous
sources on the radial surface, thus suppressing lateral
growth. It is unlikely that the formation of the graphitic
layerswas promoted by a direct decomposition of C2H2

on the apatite crystal because of the substantially
poor catalytic activity of the apatite. Rather, it is
possible that the radial surface of the apatite nanowire
provided an interface where the derived aromatic
hydrocarbon molecules were rearranged into nuclei
for the formation of the graphitic layers.31�35 Then,
the growth process continued with the addition of the

aromatic hydrocarbon molecules and the elongation
of the apatite nanowire. Thicker graphitic layers were
observed at higher synthesis temperatures (Figure S5).
The concentration of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
molecules should increase at elevated temperatures
(Figure S6) and promote the enormous surface accu-
mulation of graphitic fragments for the formation of
thick graphitic layers. By 600 s, the nanoparticles were
completely transformed into nanowires (Figure 3c).

Gas analyses for thermal pyrolysis performed in the
presence of PH3 and different hydrocarbon sources
indicated that the precipitated formation of phospho-
rine was favored to occur in the order C2H2 > C3H8 >
C2H4 > CH4 at 750 �C (Figure 4a). Clearly, aromatization
of hydrocarbons is an essential process for evolution
of gaseous phosphorine. Use of CH4 (Figure 4b) or C2H4

(Figure 4c) led to the formation of nanoparticles in-
stead of nanowires. On the other hand, supplying C3H8

(Figure 4d) facilitated the formation of nanowires
and especially C2H2 (Figure 4e) from which vigorous

Figure 6. (a) Schematic illustrating the enlarged head without graphitic shells. (b) Low- and (c) high-magnification SEM
images. (d) TEM images. (e�g) HRTEM images of SANGobtainedwith increasing electronbeamexposure time: 1, 5, and10 s at
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Red arrow, stem surface of a SANG. Orange arrow, neck surface of a SANG. Yellow arrow,
head surface of a SANG. (h) Schematic illustrating the enlarged head with graphitic shells. (i) HRTEM image observed at the
neck of a SANG orientated in the [001] direction. The graphitic shells were formed on the whole surface of the apatite
nanowire. (j,k) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) spectra and FFT images corresponding to the red circles selected
in (i). The (002)gr lattice plane was consistent with that of bulk graphite.
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generation of phosphorine was observed. These re-
sults confirmed that phosphorine drives the incipient
nucleation and crystallization of apatite as well as
provides an oriented facet where the apatite crystals
can grow to nanowires via the VS mechanism. On the
basis of our experimental observations, we proposed
the growth mechanism of the SANGs as shown in
Figure 5 (movie S1).

Controlled Growth of SANGs. To further verify our pro-
posed mechanism, we performed two tests. In the first
test (Figure 6a), after the growth using both PH3 and
C2H2, the C2H2 supply was cut off for a short duration,
and then the PH3 supply was also cut off. SANGs with
bare enlarged head portions were synthesized as
shown in Figure 6b�d. Length and diameter of the
head were in the range of 50�100 and 30�50 nm,
respectively. This feature is attributed to suppression
of surface graphitization after supply of C2H2 ceases,
resulting in the surplus deposition of the gaseous
Ca- and P-related sources on the radial surface. Unlike
the stem enclosed by graphitic layers, some debris was
partially formed on the head after the prolonged
exposure to the electron beam during TEM investiga-
tion (Figure 6e�g) because of the ejection of hydroxyl
ions due to high sensitivity of the hydroxyapatite to
electron beams.36 The second test was conducted by
resupplying only C2H2 after cutting off the PH3 supply
that is the last step in the first test (Figure 6h). Complete
sheathing of the head's surface with graphitic layers
was observed in Figure 6i. This proved the role of the

aromatic hydrocarbon molecules in the surface gra-
phitization on the apatite. Crystallographic and inte-
grant characteristics of the apatite revealed that there
was no significant morphological and structural
change after the two tests (Figure 6j,k).

SANGs Induce Osteogenic Response of hMSCs through a
Programmed Smart Behavior. Next, we tested the ability
of the SANGs-on-glass fiber to serve as a biological
scaffold material for osteogenic differentiation using
human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC, Figure S7). An
MTS assay performed after 7 days of culture on the
prepared SANGs scaffold showed no significant toxic
effect on the hMSCs viability compared with that on a
culture dish (Figure 7a). An effective initial growth was
verified by the cytoplasmic extension of cells attached
to the surface of the scaffolds and secondary extensions
spreading across the tips of the SANGs (Figures 7b and
S8). Hydrophobic surface of SANGs with appropriate
nanotopography favors protein adsorption, and this
surface property of SANGs may successively support
cell attachment and proliferation.37�39

We investigated the role of the SANGs scaffold in the
guided differentiation of the hMSCs into osteoblasts.
Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity, an early marker of
osteogenic differentiation, can be used as an indicator
for differentiation efficiency. Figure 7c,d compares
the ALP activity and calcium level at four different
combinations of substrates and induction media: basal
mediumþ culture dish (BMC), basal mediumþ SANGs
(BMS), osteogenic medium þ culture dish (OMC), and

Figure 7. (a) Biocompatibility of the prepared scaffold was determined by colorimetric MTS assay in a 7 day culture on a
prepared substrate. SEM images of the production of mineral particles by hMSCs on the culture dish. (b) SEM image showing
cell extensions. (c) ALP activity and (d) calcium level at four different combinations of substrates and induction media: basal
medium þ culture dish (BMC), basal medium þ SANGs (BMS), osteogenic medium þ culture dish (OMC), and osteogenic
medium þ SANGs (OMS).
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osteogenic medium þ SANGs (OMS). It has been pre-
viously shown that the nanotopographical features
alone can enable the osteogenic differentiation with-
out the use of an osteogenic medium that contains
dexamethasone as a differentiation factor.40,41 These
exciting results, however, required elaborate optimiza-
tion processes to find topographical features such as
size, spacing, and distribution symmetry that best
induces the directed differentiation. In our case, such
optimization needs yet to be carried out to achieve
the maximum level of differentiation efficiency on the
SANGs. Nevertheless, the comparison between BMS
and BMC indicates that the early differentiation effi-
ciency on the SANGs (7 days) was higher than that
on the culture dish. This effect is more pronounced
when the osteogenic medium (10 nM dexamethasone,
10 mM β-glycerophosphate, and 100 μM ascorbic

acid-2-phosphate) was used. OMS ALP activity was
improved by ∼50% compared to OMC case. This
enhancement in the differentiation efficiency is directly
translated into the highest calcium level in the 28 day
culture of the hMSC in OMS. It should also be noted
that none of the previous research demonstrated that
the efficiency of topographically driven differentiation
alone can exceed that of the differentiation in an
osteogenic medium.40,41

The enhancement of differentiation on the
SANGs scaffold is elucidated by the nanotopographical
incentives with pillar-like structures that stimulate
the differentiation process in a similar manner studied
in the previous works.40�42 Current SANGs nanowires
are randomly grown to form a “mat” arrangement
whose individual sizes are ∼20 nm in diameter and
∼200 nm in spacing. Previous studies show that the

Figure 8. SEM images of the production of mineral particles by hMSCs on the culture dish (a,b) and SANG scaffold (c,d) after
culture for 7 and28days. (e) SEMand (f) HRTEM imagesof as-formedminerals. (g) FFT image showing {002}, {211}, {222}, and
{004} families of reflections corresponding to those of hexagonal apatite. (h) Expected Ca, P, and O, and the Ca/P ratio
consistent with that of hydroxyapatite.
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nanotopographical stimulus alone can drive the differ-
entiation efficiency up to the level of the culture dish in
osteogenic medium. More optimization is necessary in
the future because the BMS efficiency is far lower than
the OMC efficiency in our case. The critical features of
the pillar-like structures such as diameter, height, and
distribution can be optimized through the control of
deposition conditions as demonstrated in this work.

Improved differentiation and further growth re-
sulted in the substantial increase in the mineral pro-
duction compared to that on a culture dish. After
7 days of culture, the cells on the SANGs induced a
higher deposition of bone-like mineral. A dramatic
course of mineralization was observed over 28 days
of culture; remarkably, the surface of the SANGs was
completely covered with a layer of mineral particles
(Figure 8c,d). In contrast, we found a relatively small
amount of mineral particles scattered over the culture
dish (Figure 8a,b). SEM, TEM, FFT, and the EDX spec-
trum analyses on the mineral product on the SANGs
showed the hallmark of hexagonal hydroxyapatite
(Figure 8e�h).11

One might question the utility of the inner core
apatite of the SANG in contributing to the continued
growth. Previous studies showed that a well-defined
graphene was not removed after the growth of
hMSC.42 Other investigations, however, indicated that
graphitic layers with lower crystal quality similar to our
graphitic shells may not withstand the oxidation pro-
cess in an intracellular environment.43 Indeed, our TEM
images showed that the portion of the graphitic shells
in contact with the cell disappeared partially or under-
went a decrease in the number of shells (Figure 9a�d).
Raman spectroscopy further confirmed this result
(Figure 9e); the intensity of the G-band after the
proliferation and differentiation of the hMSCs was
reduced, resulting in a decrease of the intensity ratio
of the G- to D-band (IG/ID). These results strongly
suggest that the graphitic shells were degraded and
the apatite was exposed through the interaction with
the cells. Thus, initial growth and differentiation should
be stimulated by the morphological effects of the
SANGs specific to their topographical arrangement as
well as excellent reinforcing properties such as high
strength and stiffness. Later, the graphitic shells would
degrade and the bare apatite core would enable the
function of providing biologically compatible environ-
ments, leading to an excellent bony fusion with the
mat of nanopillars. This intelligent material behavior
will enable a new bone graft that can induce fast
skeletal differentiation and regeneration with superior
mechanical properties.

Bending Experiment of SANGs and Single-Crystal Apatite
Nanowires without Graphitic Shells (SANs). The proliferation
and differentiation of bone stem cells depends
strongly on the mechanical strength as well as the
biocompatibility of the scaffold. Much effort has been

made to realize mechanically reinforced scaffolds but
mostly limited to CNT-based apatite composites with
the role of CNT as a reinforcing additive in an extra
processing step.44�46 Here, we wondered whether the
graphitic layers that are systematically integrated with
the apatite core in a single-step synthesis can enhance
the reinforcing effect of the SANGs. For this goal, we
investigated the bending behavior of individual nano-
wire according to the presence and absence of gra-
phitic layers. Single-crystal apatite nanowires without
graphitic layers (SANs) were additionally prepared via

heat treatment of SANGs for 1 h at 650 �C in air. The
HRTEM image clearly shows that the surface of SANs
is free from the graphitic layers (Figure S9a). The FFT
pattern of the SANs shows no significant change
in the apatite structure after oxidizing the SANGs
(Figures 1c and S9b).

The prepared SANGs and SANs were placed on
the surface of the nanowire cartridge module of the
SEM-based nanomanipulator (see Methods). First, we
aligned an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip with the

Figure 9. (a,b) TEM images showing a SANG in contact with
a secondary extension of cell. (c) HRTEM image showing a
portion of graphitic shells in contact with the secondary
extension. (d) HRTEM imagehighlightinga cell (green shading)
and graphitic shells (orange shading). (e) Raman spectra of
raw, medium-treated, and cell-cultured SANGs (785 nm).
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top of the individual target nanowire (Figure 10a,d).
The AFM tip was further pushed down after contact-
ing the top, inducing a large bending. The SANGs
nanowire did not break after considerable bending
(Figure 10b) and returned to its original shape when
the AFM tip was detached (Figure 10c). This result
demonstrates an excellent mechanical strength similar
to that of CNT.47,48 On the other hand, the SANs
nanowire could not withstand such harsh load and
eventually fractured (Figure 10e,f). This inherent brittle-
ness of the apatite crystal is a well-known issue against
reliable coating for a practical bone grafting. We
obtained similar results on repeated tests. These
results manifest the function of the graphitic structure
sheathing apatite nanowire in providing mechanical
reinforcement.

Study of the detailed mechanism and quantitative
analysis will be an exciting future work. For instance,
we do not know what happened to the inner core

crystal when the SANGs nanowire went through the
large deformation. Did it break but remain in the core
retained by the graphtic shell? Did it restore the crystal
structure on returning to its original shape? Did it never
break due to the intermolecular binding force at the
interface between the crystal surface and the graphitic
inner layer? One of the most critical pieces of informa-
tion relevant to the current work is that the SANGs
structure enables a reliable material structure that
consistently provides proper environment when cells
grow on it.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a single-step CVD technique
to synthesize a vertically aligned SANG. Gaseous phos-
phorine is a key component for the continuous VS
growth of (001)-plane-oriented apatite nanowires.
Lateral growth of apatite nanowires along longitudinal
growth and formation of graphitic layers are highly

Figure 10. Bending experiment of (a�c) SANGs and (d�f) SANs nanowires using SEM-based nanomanipulator. (a,d)
Alignment of the nanowire and AFT tip. (b,e) Nanowire bending by pushing the AFM tip and (c,f) nanowires after bending.
It is remarkable that the SANGs nanowire restored its original shape after the large bending, while the SANs nanowire was
unable to withstand the load of the AFM tip and eventually broke. Orange, red, and yellow arrows indicate reference position
for observation, motion direction of the AFM tip, and final state of nanowires, respectively.
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controllable. The concept of apatite nanostructure
sheathed in graphitic layers is extended to the encap-
sulation of other type of apatite [X10(Y)6Z2] (Figure
S10).11 Moreover, our CVD technique is reproducible
in various forms such as in situ coating or powder, thus
proving a general strategy for fabricating a broad
variety of artificial scaffolds and opening up new
possibilities for practical applications. We consider that
our SANGs are likely to be useful scaffold materials for
hMSC-based tissue engineering strategies because
they reflect the dynamic nature of many biological

processes. SANGs effectively induced osteoblastic dif-
ferentiation of hMSCs because of their smart structure.
Moreover, we first established that the unique core�
shell nanostructure of the SANGs with a high mechan-
ical stiffness showed a programmedmaterial behavior;
the graphitic shells were degraded by the activity of
hMSCs, providing a biocompatible environment in the
later stage of differentiation. We therefore consider
that SANGs may overcome the technical barrier to
produce a hybrid nanostructure for smart interactions
with biological cells.

METHODS
Material Preparation. Toprepare the single-crystal apatite nano-

wires sheathed ingraphitic shells (SANGs), glass fibers (amorphous
calcium-rich glass fibers, having a diameter of approximately
15 μm and composition range of SiO2 (62 wt %), CaO (25 wt %),
Al2O3 (16 wt %), B2O3 (10 wt %), MgO (5 wt %), Na2O þ K2O
(2 wt %) and impurities such as Fe2O3 and fluoride, obtained from
Owens Corning) were assembled on a quartz plate of 10 � 10 �
1 mm3 (W � L � t) by using tweezers to slightly push and flatten
out theglass fibers that hadbeenwettedbyDIwater. The fiberson
the quartz plate were then dried at 100 �C. The assembled glass
fiber film was less than 50 μm thick. Also, glass powders with a
particle size of approximately 10 μm, which were prepared by
cracking the glass fibers with a jet mill machine (belonging to the
Korea Institute of Ceramic Engineering and Technology (KICET);
feeding size = 120 mesh, grinding speed = 5�50 kg/h, power =
0.1 kW, air consumption = 0.12 N m3).

SANG Formation. For the formation of the SANGs, the pre-
pared glass samples were placed in the reactor with a quartz
tube of 36 � 400 � 2 mm3 (Dout � L � t). The reactor was
evacuated to 10�3 Torr, purged with Ar or He (99.9999%,∼2000
cc/min) as a carrier gas, and then heated to the synthesis tem-
perature (650�850 �C) at a rate of 10 �C/min. C2H2 (>99.9%,
∼100 cc/min), CH4 (>99.99%, ∼100 cc/min), C2H4 (>99.9%,
∼100 cc/min), C3H8 (>99.95%, ∼100 cc/min), and PH3/Ar or
He mixture gas (PH3 of 200�1000 ppm in Ar or He balance,
>99.999%, ∼100 cc/min) were used as the reactant gases. The
synthesis time was controlled over the range of 30 s to 1 h.
As the supply of reactants stopped, the reactor was slowly
cooled to room temperature using only carrier gas.

SANG Characterization. SANGs were characterized using scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM; S-4700, HITACHI) operated
at an accelerating voltage of 10�15 keV and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM; Tecnai F30 Supertwin) operated at
an accelerating voltage of 200�300 kV. Energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX; EDAX, Genesis) and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS; GATAN, Enina 1000) studies were carried
out to confirm the composition of SANGs using scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) operated with a 1 nm beam
diameter. The characteristics of graphitic layers were identified
from Raman spectroscopy (JY LabRam HR, 514.5 nm line of an
Ar ion laser). The energy power was controlled within the range
1.25�5mWwith a 1μmfocus spot lasting for 30 s. To characterize
the chemical structures of apatite, infrared spectroscopy
(IFF66 V/S and HYPERION3000) was recorded using the attenu-
ated total reflection method over the range of 600�4000 cm�1.
The chemical bonds of SANGs were analyzed by high-resolution
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; AXIS-NOVA, Kratos Inc.).
The analytical area was 1 � 2 mm2, and the base pressure was
5.0 � 10�9 Torr.

Gas Analysis. Gas chromatography (GC; 7890A, Agilent Tech-
nologies) and GC-MS (6890, Agilent Technologies and a 5973
Network) were performed to verify the growth mechanism of
SANGs. A nitrogen phosphorus detector (NPD), flame ioniza-
tion detector (FID), and thermal conductivity detector (TCD)
were used for detecting the as-generated gas products.

The operating parameters were as follows: (a) columns 30 m �
320 μm � 0.25 μm, 19091J-423 (Agilent) for the NPD; 30 m �
320μm� 0 μm, 113�4332 (J&WScientific) for the FID; packaged
column, 12352-U (Supelco) for the TCD. (b) The initial tempera-
ture of the oven was set to 40 �C andwasmaintained as such for
4�6 min. This was followed by a linear increase of 20 �C/min up
to the final temperature of 200�300 �C, which was maintained
for 5�6 min. (c) The detector temperature was set to 325, 300,
and 250 �C for the NPD, FID, and TCD experiments, respectively.
(d) Gas conditions for the NPD: He at 5mL/min, air at 60mL/min,
andH2 at 3mL/min; FID: He at 25mL/min, air at 350mL/min, and
H2 at 30mL/min; TCD: He at 30mL/min. (e) The temperaturewas
set to 180 �C. (f) Rubidiumbeadswere used for NPD. (g) Injection
volume: 600 μL, auto injection, at a temperature of 250 �C.
(h) Run time: 18 min. The amount of gases and glass powder
used were the same as those used in the mass spectroscopy
analysis. The detection range of the mass detector was from
0 to 300 m/z, and the scan speed was 5.62/s.

Scaffold Preparation. We prepared a scaffold installed with
glass fiber SANGs as a thin film. The prepared scaffolds of 10 �
10 mm2 (W � L) were placed in a square cavity of 11 � 11 �
5 mm3 (W � L � H) made at the center of the circular poly-
carbonate frame, which was 20 mm in diameter and 8 mm
in thickness. Then, a square polycarbonate frame of 11 � 11 �
5 mm3 (W � L � H) was inserted into the cavity of the circular
frame. The prepared scaffolds were placed in 12-well plates and
sterilized with ethylene oxide gas.

Cell Culture. Cryopreserved human mesenchymal stem cells
(hMSCs) were purchased from Lonza (USA). The hMSCs were
suspended in MSCGM culture medium (Lonza, USA) at 37 �C in
a humidified atmosphere containing 95% air and 5% CO2. The
confluent cells were subcultured to their next passage using
0.05% trypsin-EDTA in four passages. Then the hMSCs were
seeded on the surface of the prepared scaffolds at a density of
2.5 � 104 cells/scaffold.

Biocompatibility Test. To verify the biocompatibility of SANGs
and SANs, we performed the MTS assay to quantify cell viability
and proliferation, using the reagents and procedures outlined
by the manufacturer (CellTiter 96 AQueous One solution, Pro-
mega, USA). To process samples for the MTS assay, the samples
were rinsed with PBS to remove unattached cells and incubated
with 20% MTS reagent in a serum-free medium for 3 h at 37 �C.
The absorbance of the obtained dye was measured at 490 nm
using a spectrophotometric plate reader (Bio-Rad microplate
reader benchmark 10892, Hercules, CA). Cells were tested at a
density of 2.5 � 104 cells/scaffold and cultured for 7 days.

Alkaline Phosphatase Activity. Samples of hMSC lysate (20 μL)
were combined with 20 μL of p-nitrophenyl phosphate (pNPP)
substrate and 160 μL of alkaline buffer solution (Sigma) in a
96-well plate and incubated for 20 min at room tempertature.
We terminated the reaction by adding 180 μL of 0.05 M NaOH
and obtained readings at 405 nm (Bio-Rad microplate reader
benchmark 10892; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Calcium Measurement. A calcium quantification kit (Bioassay
Systems, USA) was used to determine the amount of calcium
deposited by hMSCs cultured on the SANG scaffolds. An acidic
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extract solution for this assay was prepared by incubating all the
sampleswith 0.1%NHCl (Sigma, USA) at room temperature. The
amount of calcium present in the acidic supernatant was then
spectrophotometrically quantified in accordance with theman-
ufacturer's instructions by using a commercially available kit.
The light absorbancewasmeasured using a spectrophotometer
(Bio-Rad microplate reader benchmark 10892; Bio-Rad, Her-
cules, CA) at 612 nm to determine calcium deposition.

SEM and TEM of Cultured Samples. SEM was used to determine
the morphological characteristics of the cells attached on the
substrates and identify features of as-formed minerals. After cell
culture, the samples were washedwith PBS, fixedwith a solution
of 2% glutaraldehyde, and postfixed in 1% osmium tetraoxide.
The samples were then dehydrated in a graded series of alcohol
(50, 70, 80, 90, 95, and 100%) and isoamyl acetate following
critical-point drying. After sputter coating with Pt or Os, the cells
were observed using a FE-SEM operated at an accelerating
voltage of 10 keV. In addition, we observed the cell�nanowire
interface and characterized the mineralized products using a
TEM operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 keV.

Raman Spectroscopy of Cultured Samples. Two types of SANG
scaffold samples were prepared. In the first type, hMSCs (2 �
104/well) were seeded on the SANG scaffold, and in the other
type, cell-free medium was added to the scaffold. After culture
for 21 days, the SANG scaffolds were washed twice with PBS
and then treated with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS and 0.1%HCl for
5 min at room temperature. Spectra were obtained under
ambient conditions by using the 785 nm line of an argon ion
laser. Raman measurements were obtained using backscatter-
ing geometry with a JY LabRamHR, fittedwith a liquid-nitrogen-
cooled CCD detector. The energy power was set to 200mWwith
a 1 μm focus spot lasting for 30 s. Results obtained from the two
SANG scaffolds were compared with those obtained from the
raw SANG scaffolds.

SEM-Based Nanomanipulator. The bending experiment was
performed with a homemade nanomanipulator installed inside
a SEM (FEI, Sirion). The nanomanipulator consists of two mod-
ules, AFM tip and nanowire cartridge modules, both having the
degree of freedom of three-directional rectilinear and one-
dimensional rotational motion. Each motion is driven at the
precision of angstrom with the corresponding piezo-actuator
(Attocube) and controlled via Labview program. The AFM tip is
the normal noncontact mode tip (Nanosensors, NCHR) which is
attached on the end face of the left module. The nanowires are
placed on the surface of the nanowire cartridge module. The
population density of the nanowires is so scarce that the AFM
tip module in contact with a single nanowire can extend in the
Y-axis without touching others. Thus the AFM tip can push only
a single nanowire. The acceleration voltage was 5.0 kV.
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